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If one were to count tornadooo QO the Gros~ National 
Product, no other country on the surface of the earth could 
come even clone to the United States. During the recent 70-
year period, the United Stutes produced 31,054 tornadoes 
which laft behind a cUl'lulativc path of 132,005 ciles 
(212,396 km) uhich would circle the \;ocld 5.3 tir:lca along 
the equator. In completing the book, otaff ~embers of the 
Sutellite and l-lesometeorology RcsC>urch project (1961 to the 
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If o~ were to count tornadoes as the Gross 
National Product. no ot~r country on the sur-
face of tlt2 earth could come even dose to the 
United States. Ouring the recent 7O-year period. 
the United Stc:tcs produced 31.054 tornadoes 
which left behind a cumulative path of 132.005 
miles (212.3% kin) which would cirde the world 
5.3 times along the «:quator. According to cur-
rent estimc:;tes. the United States share is 75% of 
the world production of tornadoes. 
It is interesting to find trot the agricultural areas 
of the world coincide very well with tm regions 
of tornadoes. First. rich crops need the seasonal 
variation of temperature along with an abun-
dant supply of moisture during their growing 
seasons. Second. tornado-spawning thunder-
storms also need moisture which fuels the 
growing storms triggered and maintained by 
the atmospheric instability in the middle 
latitudes. 
The other side of the coin is the adverse effect of 
tornadoes which could wipe out crops, damage 
structures, and even injure or kill people. The 
purpose of this book is to present the statistical 
fact of U.S. tornadoes, for use by various indi-
viduals and organizations in assessing the tor-
nado hazards for future applications. 
In completing this book, staff members of the 
Satellite and Mesometeorology Research Pro-
ject (1961 to the present) played an important 
role in collecting, evaluating, and archiving the 
historical tornado data. The author wishes to 
express his thanks to the current staff. Messrs. 
Brian Smith. Eric Peterson, and Duane Stiegler 
for their continuing efforts on tornado research. 
Special thanks are due to Mr. Jaime Tecson who 
updated the University of Chicago Tornado Tape 
and generated various types of grid-print tor-
nado maps included in this publication. and to 
Mr. Jim Partacz for completing the photographic 
charts in color. 
,. I 
The author is grateful to Dr. K'lbert Abbey. Jr. of 
t~ Office of Naval Res.?arch (ONR) who initi-
ated the author,!; tornado research for nuclear 
power plants while he was with the Nuclear 
Regulatory C~mmission (NRq. After moving 
from NRC to ONR, he extended his encourage-
ment to the authorli continuing research. Publi-
cation of this book was supported in part by t~ 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Con-
tract 04-82..001 being monitored by Mr. Robert 
Kornasiewicz. . 
The Fargo tornado of June 20,1957 signaled the 
beginning of Fujita'!; tornado research at the 
University of Chicago. Since th~n, he had inves-
tigated damage areas of over 250 tornadoes, 
both frmn the air and the ground. FUjita had no 
chance to see a live tornado until June 12, 1932 
when he observed, during the JAWS Project, an 
F2 tornado east of Denver, Colorado by using 
three Dopplar radars and ground photography. 
Fujita'!; tornado research at the Umversity of 
Chicago has been spons(\red by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration under 
Grant NGR 14-001-J08 monitored by Dr. James 
Dodge. by the N4Itional Environmental Satel-
lite, Data, and Information Service under Grant 
NA85AADRAOM, monitored by Messrs. Ralph 
Anderson and Linwood Whitney, and by the 
National Science Foundation under Grant ATM 
8516705 monitored by Dr. Ronald Taylor. With-
out these continuing supports, the 7o-year sta-
tistics of U.S. tornadoes presented in this book 
could not have been completed. 
January 1, 1987 
Tetsuya Ther.dore Fujita 
The University of Chicago 
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Mapping of U.S. Tornadoes 
Maps of historical tornadoes nrc very useful in assessing tornado hazards 
in various parts of the country. Nwaerous tornado ~ps were published 
by various researchers for their purposes, ranging from simple records 
of the past to the estimates of tornado hazards for existing and future 
nuclear power plants. 
1.1 Chica~o-area T~rnadoes 
As an eXl!t:!ple of ;;;;&PpiOlg historical tornadoes, the Chicngo-~rea Tornado 
Hap in Fig. 1.1 was prepared. Included in this map are actual paths of 
all tornadoes confirmed during the past 110 ycars, 1876 - 1935. These 
paths are depicted by red lines identificd by their occurrence dates. 
The first tornado in this map occurred on May 6. 1876. over 100 years 
ago, when Chicago was a city of only 500,000 people. Since then, Chicago 
grew into a giant city with her suburbs growing continuously in all, 
directions away from the lake. 
This map presents striking features of the Chicago-area tornadoes. which 
arc: 
(1) Tornadoes far to the south of Chicago left behind damage paths 
extending toward the east to cast-southeast. 












2 Chapter 1 
CHICAGO AREA TORNADOES 
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Fig. 1.1 Distribution of Chicago-area tornadoes reported during 
the past 100 years, 1876-1985. Shown in Lake Michigan are vectors 
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Harping of U.S. tornadoes 3 
(3) Since 1921, practically 1.0 tornadop.s occurred or lIIoved acr"s~ 
the central portion of Chicago. 
(4) Ther~ is d lO-cile-wide tornado belt extending irem nzar 
Aurora to Evanston. 
What did cause these tornado features has not been kI'"wn yet. It has 
been speculated on, however, t;'at Chicago's heat-island effIJcts sand man-maQ~ 
structures are acting against the tornado activity over the city. 
1.2 Example of U.S. Tornado I~ap 
It is a painstaking and time-consuming job to plot the.,.lysical p&ths 
of tornadoes covering a long pedod of time. it took :l.!.!t.ost three years 
in completing the tornado pcth ~ap in Fig. 1.2 which includes 23,264 
tornadoes occurring during the 49· year period, lS30-l978. 
This type of ~orn3do cap is ,ery pleasing to take a clost> ] ook at and 
evaluate the overall patterns of tornado activities. Nonetileless, the 
time and effort required in producing such a Jnysical path m~p are 
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Fig. 1.2 Distribution oE tornadoes durin~ the 49-ycar 
(1930-1978). This lD:lp was produced Eor tIle National Weather 
by ~~nd-plotting U.S. tornadoes classiEied as weak, strong, and 
torncodoes. 
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Since completing this map, the Otivp.rsity of Chicago Tornado TaFe 
(1916-1985) was completed, allowing us to produce grid-print maps 
which are presented in this book. 
, - ----.-.----- .. ----------~ -_ .. 
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6 Chapter 1 
1.3 Characteristics of Subho~C5 
For tho purpose of cnppinc tornndoes by cocputer, the contiguou:l Uni ted 
States is divided into subboxcs bounded by 15'X15' of latitude and longit~de. 
In other \fords, each of the lOX 1° squares of latitude and longitude is 
dividc~ into 16 subboxcs. Of these, 13,689 subboxes, including at least 
10\ land area, vore chosen to bo the statistical subboxes. 
Each of the 13,669 subboxes is characterized by the six paracetors in 
Table 1.1. t'1ATER INDEX corresponds to tho fractional w~ter area; FOREST 
INDEX. to tho fractional forest area; TOPOuRAPHY INDEX. to the mean slope 
inside a one-square-cile area averaged over the entire sub'uox; ROAD INDEX 
is related to the average separation of roads within a subbcJCj Cm.~,!uNITY 
INDEX. to the nUl:lber of cocmunities with a population of 500 or greaterj 
and POPULATION INDEX signifies the total population wi thin the subbox. 
For the di!itributions of these indices. refer to Figs. 1.3. 1.4, 1.5, 1.6. 
1.7, and 1.8. 
Table 1.1 Six indices which characterize the 15' XIS' subboxes in 
the contiguous United States. The upper line shows the index. 1 through 
9, and the lower line. the description of each index. 
btu Index (VI~ 2 3 4 5 10 7 II 9 
lIater "'"'ea (V) 0/9 1/9 2/9 3/9 4/9 5/9 6/9 7/9 8/9 or larger 
Forest Index (FI) 2 3 4 5 6 7 II 9 
Forest ... rea (F) 0/9 1/9 2/9 3/9 4/9 5/9 6/9 7/9 8/9 or luSter 
Topoeraphy Ind~x (TI) 2 3 4 5 
" 
7 II 9 
Slope Within nil (T) 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.10 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 X 1000' or 1ar,~er 
Road Index (RI) 2 3 4 5 6 7 II 9 
Road Sepa ration (R) 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 _Un or lIrger 
Co\I:IIIUnity Index (CI) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Co:raunlty IC) 0 2 4 7 11 16 ~2 28 or IOOrc 
Population Index (PI) 2 1 4 5 6 7 II 9 
PopulUlon (P) 0.0 0.1 0.8 ;!.7 6.4 lZ.5 21.6 ~.3 Sl.9 X 1000 or larger 
~., .. .........--. ....... -............-.............-.,..I..- - _. ____ -...., ---_._-_. 
........ ',--_ .... __ ..... -....,..;.y 9· «rttr ~ u :~ ...---~.--.... - ... 
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Fig. 1.3 Distribution of the water index, representing the fraetlo;:al water area within 
each subbox. Lal'ge water areas are seen in the sW<lmp regions in tho Florida peninsula and 
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Fig. 1.4 Distribution of forests revealed by the forest inde~, which represents the fractional 
area of forests within each subbox. Tornadoes are l:lOre likely to be spotted in open areas 
than in forested areas which are shown with dark squares. 
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Fig. 1.S Distribution 
the land surface within 
spots on this r~p. 
of the topography index related to the mean slope, not altitude, of 
each subbox. Relatively flat spots in the Rockies appear to be white 
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Fig. 1.6 Distribution of the road indox which expresses the densit!l of roads to be used 
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Fig. 1.7 Dlstdbution of the com:nunit!:1 indox which is the measure of the number of communities 
with a population of SOO or greater. Dark subboxcs denoto high-densit!:1 co~unitles. 
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Fig. 1.8 Distribution of the population :i.ndox. Blank areas denote population of less than 
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University of Chicago Tornado Tape 
Seventy years have passed since the official collection of U.S. tornado 
data began on January 1, 1916. During this 70-year period (1916-1985), 
a total of 31,054 tornadoes were confirmed in the contiguQus United Stat~s. 
Tornado occurrences, defined as the nU:lber of confimed tornadoes 1#i thin 
a specific time and/or area, vary significantly frol:l year to year due to 
annual variation of tornado ncU vi ties, public awareness, and the official 
effort of a.chiving. 
The basic statistical problem of the tornado is that not all tornadoes 
are alike. Some are violent, while others are weak. Long-lived tornadoes 
r.ould travel across the Great Plains through hundreds of miles before they 
disappear. Quite often, we experience small tornadoes which leave behind 
narrow paths of destructio~1. In archiving this data in the University 
of Chicago Tonlado Tape, an attccpt was made to differentiate; weak tornadoes 
from strong ones; short-lived tornadoes from long-lived ones; and small 
tornadoes from the giant-sized ones. 
~The Fujita Tornado Scale (F scale) 
The Fujita tornado scale (F scale) devised by Fujita (1971) was used 
to classify U.S. tornadoes in six intensity categories, FO-FS. 
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14 Chapter 2 
Photographs and Description of 
-'-'-~."~ , ..•. _.. J';iJ"tmf"ll tm"""~""'.-'~ ".' .. ;~'~~ )~t~f~il' :. l! '~1 ., ," 'iii ' .. "')('. ~",.r.,·,,-, ' . ~[_~ [;;;i~j:J~'j~J1~ 
[FO] liGHT DAI'.'GE (40 - 72 rtph) So.~ dan-ol!jt! to chilTflt!ys; break bligs 'and branches 
off trees; push over shallow-rooted trees; d~mage signboards; some windows broken; 
hurri:ane wind speed begins at 73 n:ph. 
.. '~ 
[Fl] ~~DERATE CAr~GE (73 - 112 mph) Peel surface off roofs; mobile homes pushpd off 
foundations or overturned. outbuildings demolished; moving autos pushed off the 
roads; trees snappea or broken. 
-. 
~t8~;~"){~~. [~~~tl;it~1 ~' 
[F2] COIlS I CERABLE DAr/AGE (113 - 157 mph) Roofs torn off frame houses; 
demolished; frame houses with weak foundation~ lifted and moved; lar~e 
or uprooted; light-object missiles generated. 
IT'.obil e homes 
trees snapped 
Fig. 2.1 The Fujita tornado scale. FO to F2 are on the left page, 
while F3 to F5 are on the right page • 
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University of Chicago Tornado Tape 
Fujita Tornado Scale I FO - F5) 
f.; .•. ~::r.:··".J~T.·.;.~frl t.·.~.r.:~.r.·.:.! .. :1~.~.rJ.f.,.~~ .. :; .•.  ... :r.~.f.~.:.;.'.:.:.n.~.L.:.:.~i.:~.~.~.~~.!{ .. t.l~~~.: ~"",a~,,· l~""~ t:,· ......C.. .'. ~·,,~·,·'"""'h' '1 
[F3] SEVERE DAMAGE (158 - 205 mph) Roofs and so~~ walls torn off well-constructed 
houses; trains overturned; most trees in forest uproot~d; heavy cars lifted off the 
ground and thrown; weak pavewent blown off the roads. 
v:~!-·: .. ~~;~~'l.~~ .. ~~t,?l 1\;~~~~\',:';'{~', '~ .. t··~):~: \fi' ·,!~~t?'!·~.~,>~i;~ ~ ;:.r,,·,:':.;~',;:;:.r:f;-1.~"I .• t,wt~~~~:.:.;,·;, • ..,.~ ~~"E;::\"~~r-~ ... ". //.~~~.~.~.,. ..• ,,: ... a"6!01-:"';w.·"' ... ff"~'iX-S~ '!.fjW;;;..''''.,''':?:: '~/:::t1.:;"~:~E·~Jl t . . ":"(·'-'~,:lt~':"y~.;:".,\ (.;;":, .• ,4 :';.~.':' ;-:.4';,....;·~'r\>l"c· ''''~ . q~;;.~1'·:I...,.. ... I·~ .. '.;..~ch70~.';~·. ~. '~:-';' ,.~". ~.\1 'ijj~ 
- S'l;iJ.~~'~;f.:~-::~~ ~.~ •. ~.;/ .41_~ '''~.''';.v:i.{-J-;rC;!J..~'' ~ .. j. ~;I.,;; ............. ··~~ .. ?,;r;.. ----,--r·~ .. ~-·:'I::i.~~r· •• :~· ",,;~-,""" •. '";:.:-, j[-:~?i'~ ,.J~:B::C;i:"~;!:'.r;,:\:8:~U 
··'J:o,:"';" ... ·'·.:'1.l.i\~!·;,.;·~.~~.'I'J:~'S; .. ~ ~~~~~1~?,8~~lllit12Ej 
;)i;!~~~1~r:0:1': 
.;.'; ';. ,;.:;"cr;~'!:;,;.\\· ~ .">:;' ': ;.' :'. e:'V~ ~-;~;~.?'~1jy<;·:?)·; c~~ . 'it~~~' '¥:i~"" . ~::;}!.~~·t ;'~/'-f:~~~}<; !:J';:':"'~""t' ~) ,,7:!.:;'" " :.b. '" \ l;·)f,",· " :, :,~;~'¥'I 1.-'1 r":.· ;'.,," .' ~ .... ~~;~,." • • I • " fi" . f.> t(:\P'~ .. ,' .... ~1ill;:~~!~;,Cl£; 
~ ...... -.-..... ~~...!-----' 
" ........ (~,-~. . 
:- '.'-i ~!~I;.:.l~.~.!,rG~,"", 
[F4] DEVASTATInG D/~~;SE (207 - 250 mph) Well-constructed houses leveled; structures 
with ~;;!ak foundations bl~n off some distance; cars thrown and disintegrated; trees 
in forest uprooted and carried s~ne distance away. 
~·~t,,"~~~:>:,J-:-.-"'; ,'''"':~~ I' ~~.~.~ " :..-,,' .. " _ '.' ;.l'~ .• ~, .... ' ... , ' .... j ,_ ""'" ",,"1;f,~,:"":;"'., ..• . :.;.?~ .... ".:t.',~ .... ":,!~.:",.". ,~, •.. ~ •. ~., ... ~, ·c···· - "; .. ,., ..... • ",-' .. :p .•.. , ... ',.1 [~!!~:f.};K;~:{)i:t~~!~\<~,~{~~f!~~~ ".:< ~;. -.. "' •••. ::> ...... "'; 1. :.;7 ..... "'. c.;.... :.>;.:t;, t ' . .(v'~~!i'" ,. "".....- • ...-:.'t"~... . ~ .• , ..... ~ ~ . :·.''!:i'.;t,....r.~· ...:._ ~ .. '':'' .. ~~J:.;;.,.,)" ... J!w ... ~ " =" x," t./:]'" •. ".~\"" • .;r.,\ " .:~.,~.;i~~~~ . ~ ».. . cll .. ~ht;·-:t~~ ..... ~: ,,}!\~, it-~: ...... ,,~~;~~\lh'" 
" ~ .. ' .... ~. ..:. ~ -:.:-.~"~~'- .~ 
.. J.~ . ~\-~!'f •.. ,' "'if"""" fft;i~~;~~~;.r,;~:~ti-;· ~5::~;:':·'~1!~~~ 1~:·, .• 0-J ~,::;.;:.;" '-'-:i ',., ) .. ; "-.J:";': JEilitj t[;:s: ~i:/::.;::~'1}6~;. 
[FS] INCREDIBLE DAMAGE (261 - 318 ~h) Strong frame houses lifted off foundations 
and carried considerable distance to disintegrate; automobile-sized ~issilcs fly 
through the air in excess of 300 ft. trees debarked; incredible pheno~end will occur. 
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16 Chapter 2 
mph V' 1.87081 ~ mph = 0.83681 OJ m/s 
15 1.5 V e 14.1 (F+2)' mph = 6.30(F+2) m/s 
800 
V • (742+ 1.3t)M mph • (331+0.6t)M m/s 
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BEAUFORT fORCf 
fUJITA SCALE '-~ I ! 1.' .. o I 2 3 4 5 
MACH NUMBER 
Fig. 1.2 Windspeeds of the Fujita tornado scale, which was obtained 
bl) connecting Beaufort Force 12 with Mach 1 in 12 steps. The windspeed 
of B12 or Fl is the minirnum windspeed required to upgrade a tropical 
storm into a hurricane. The maximum windspeeds in u.s. tornadoes 
are estimated to be FS (261 t? 318 mph) • 
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2.2 The University of Chfc~go Tornado Tape 
Through tedious mapping of the path of each tornado, the foll~wing 
parameters in each subbox were ct,tained for entry into the tornado tape, 
Tornado identification number 
Year, "fonth, Day, and Time ~CST) 
Death and injuries by each tornado 
Tornado F-scale. path length, and path width 
Direction of movement 
All historical tornadoes since 1916 have been include~ in the tape. 





Report of the Chicf of the Weather Bureau 
'·!onthly Weather Review 
Climatological Data 
Storm Data which includes the F-scale of every 
tornado since July 1981. 
When gt'ound and/or aerial surveys were available from the Natio:1al Weather 
Service Offices, storm research agencies, newspapers. and the Uni versi ty 
of Chicago survey team. their results were used as supplemental data. 
2.3 Occurrences and Path lengths by F scale 
During the 70-year pe~:iod. 1916-1985, the 31.054 tornadoes iil :he 
contiguous United States left behind a cumulative path length of '132.00!j 
miles. the equivalent of circling the world along the equator over five 
times. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 present both occurrences and p&th lengths in 
each decacle. Due to the beginr.ing and ending years of the tornt'-io data 
used in these tables. the 1910 decade i:"lcludes only four years and t;.c 
1980 decade, six years ending on December 3'. 1985. 
,-------~----- '-' .. -'--.-.-------,-~,.,. 
.. 
r' ."''''' ... ~.. .. .' .,',." .. " . ,-. "~"""."''''''''':''.'' 
I a Chllpter 2 
Total occurrences and path lengths are also presented in Fig. 2.3 in 
graphical forns. It is shown that Fl tornadoes arc the most numerous in 
occurrence (37.3\). while the F2 tornadoes dominate the cumulative path 
length (32.5\). The reason for this shift in F scale is due to the fac~ 
that the higher the F scale. tho longer the mean path length. As shown 
in TablE 2.3, a significant increase in the Clean path length corresponds 
to an ir.crease in the F scale. In othel' words. the cean path length of 
the FO tornadoes is only 1.2 miles, while that of the FS tornadoes reaches 
lS.S miles. 
Table 2.1 Occurren~es of tornadoes during the 70-year period. 
Year F 0 F 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 F 5 ALL 
1916-19 32 101 150 67 32 10 392 tornadoes 
1920-19 73 336 578 311 73 20 1.391 
1930-39 274 447 717 276 69 9 1.792 
1940-49 174 322 682 355 103 13 1.649 
1950-59 1.038 1.945 1,346 470 112 8 4.919 
1960-69 1.951 2,615 1.769 584 103 9 7,031 
1970-79 2.396 3,653 1,910 570 107 16 3,652· 
1980-85 1,973 2,155 811 245 41 3 5,228 
TuTAL 7,911 11,574 7,963 2,878 640 88 31.054 tornadoes 
25.5 37.3 25.6 9.3 2.0 0.3 100 in 'to 
Table 2.Z Path lengths of tornadoes during the 70-year period. 
It should be noted that individual path lengths are coded in th~ tape 
to the neaTest .s mile. Individual entries in this and ensuing path 
length tables are independently cOMputed and each is rounded up to 
the nearest mIle. lfence, totals may not add up exact. 
Year F 0 F 1 F 2 F :: F 4 F 5 ALL 
1916-19 143 431 1,504 1.061 1,238 464 4,040 miles 
1920-29 167 1,101 :;,034 3.330 2,320 1,148 13.098 
1930-39 952 1,880 4,618 2,709 1,664 75 11,897 
1940-49 .115 1,423 4,956 3,849 3,264 355 14,261 
1950-59 1,706 6.739 8,306 4,983 2,404 188 24,324 
1960-69 2,103 6,065 6,838 4.591 2,667 341 n,604 
1970-79 2,396 8,305 7,766 5,692 2,82~ 416 27,401 
1980-8~ 1.70i 4,288 3,819 2,59-1 1,042 138 13,581 
TOTAL 9,582 30,230 42,838 28,807 17.424 3,124 132,005 miles 
7.3 22.9 32.5 21.8 13.2 2.4 100 in % 
. -C~l_._. 
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University of Chicago Tornado Tnpa 19 
Table 2.3 Mean ~nth lengths of tornadoes by F scale. 
F 0 F 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 F 5 
Total path length 9.582 30,230 42,838 28,807 17,424 3,124 miles 
Total occurrence 7.911 11 ,5"14 7,963 2,878 640 88 tornadoes 
Mean path length 1.2 2.6 5.4 10.0 27.2 35.5 miles 
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FOO 10 20 30 40 so 60 
Fig. 2.3 Tornado occurrences by F scale (upper diagram) and path 
lengths by F scale (lower diagram). All available data during the 
70-year period, 1916-1985, were used. For nUJ:Icrical values. refer 
to Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.4 Mean path length of tornadoes b!/ F scale. This diagr.am 
shows that the path length increaser: r;ignificantly with tile F scale. 
The smaller fractional incre:ase between F4 and FS tornadoes suggests 
that most tornadoes classified as FS are in the lower FS range. 
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University of Chicago Tornado Tape 2 I 
2.4 Geographic Distribution by F s~ 
An attempt was made to depict geographic distributions of tornadoes by 
. their occurrences and path lencths. For this purpose, the segoents of 
the p'lths included inside each subbox were measured and cdded by computer 
to determine tho total path length ~f tornadoes within a subbox. 
Occurrences of tornadoes in each subbox were cocputed by adding the nUQber 
of initial touchdowns. However. if 11 tornado touches down inside a subbox 
and moves out into an adjacent subbox. no occurrenco count is r;:.ade for 
the adjacent subbox. only the subbox of the initial touchdo\it1. In this 
mapping procedure. the :.otal occurrences are identical to tho nUl:lber of 
confirmed tornadoes which begin at an initial touchdo\lIl point and end at 
a final liftoff point. 
Presented in Figs. 2.S and 2.6 are the occurrence and path-length patterns 
of all tornadoes (FO through FS) during the 70-year period. These ficures 
reveal that tornadoes occur predominantly over the ~Iidwestern plains. Their 
distributions are. however. affected by local forests, topograpJIY, and 
population which are shown in grid-print map form in Figs. 1.3 through 
1.8. 
The distribution of weak tornadoes (FO+F1) are depicted in Figs. 2.7 
and 2.8. Likewise. those of strong tornadoes (F7.+F3) are shown in Figs. 
2.9 and 2.10. Finally, the patterns of violent tornadoes (F4+FS) are 
depicted in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12. 
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Fig. 2.5 Occurrences of FO through F5 tor.·u~does during the 7o-year 
areas of high-density occurrences extend fro:t northern Texas to Iowa. 
the Gulf Coast are pri~~ri1y due to hurricane-spawned tornadoes. 
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period, 1916-1985. T.he 
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Fig. 2.6 Path lengths of FO through F5tornndoes during the 70-year period, 1916-1985. VDlike 
tornado oc:urrences, the regions of large path lengths cover 13 states centered around Missouri. 
In rarticular, Illinois, Arkansas, and Mississippi are very high in path-length density. 
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Fig. 2.7 Distribution of the occurrence of weak tornadoes (FO+Fl) during tho 70-gear period, 
1916-1985. Hurricane-spaw.ned tornadoes do~inate the Gulf coast of Texas through Florida. An 
area of concentrated occurrences extends northward from Oklahoma to Nebraska. 
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Fig. 2.8 Distribution of the path length of weak tornadoGs 
1916-1985. The area of high-density path lengths extends 
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Fig. 2.9 Distribution of the occurrence of strong tornadoes (F2+F3) during the 70-year 
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2.10 Distribution of 
1916-1985. The area 
the Midwest. 
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the plJth length of strong tornadoes (F2+F3) duri.ng the 10-Y8!lr 
rather diffused, covering a VolQt 
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Fig. 2.11 Distribution of the occurrence of violent tornadoes (F4+F5) during the 70-!}ear 
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tornadoes durin£, the 70-year 
tornadoes, the path-length 
Fig. 2.12 Distribution of the path length of violent (F4+F5) 
period, 1916-1985. Because of the long path lengths of violent 
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30 Chapter 2 
The so-called tornado capitals of the United States can be identified 
in Figs. 2.5 through 2.12. First of all. we uill have to specify 
"occurronce" or "path length". as ,well as "weak". "strone". or "violent" 
tornadoes • 
The capital of "weak tornado occurrence" is Oklahooa an l Kansas (See 
Fig. 2.7). Whereas. that of "weak tornado path length" is not unique. 
so that we have tc choose a vast area in which several capitals are to 
be found. 
Most importantly. path lengths of violent (F4+Fs) tornadoes are found 
almost uniformly inside the area bounded by Duluth. "IN; Pittsburgh. PA; 
Norfolk, VA; Tallahassee. FL; Austin. TX; TucUQcari. NM; Denver, CO; and 
back to Duluth, MN. 
L -;"4' .:...:..;.......-. __ .... '-~ ... _ ..... , .~ ..... _ ._wo~ __ ~... .._:~:-~:', .. :':':: ~ ... , ...... ~~~ ......... _<.u .... - .... ,.: ". __ :-:.~.--::-:;::::::::::-.::::- .••. -- --------. 
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The long-term variation of tornadoes expressed by annual occurrences 
is influenced by (1) the true variation of tornado activities. and (2) 
the collection efficiency of tornado data. Because these natural and 
man-made variati(" I.' are intermixed. it is difficult tc assess the true 
variation of tornado activities based on his~orical data alone. 
3.1 Tornado Occ<!rrc:1cesin 70 Years 
An attempt was made to present tornado occurrences as functions of the 
year and the F scale. A three-diQensional diegraQ in Fig. 3.1 was 
constructed by dividing the 70-year statistical period into seven 10-year 
.c;ubperiods. 19l6-2S. 1926-3S. 1936-45. 1946-SS. 1956-65. 1966-75. and 
1976-8S. 
This diagram reveals that the occurrences of violent tornadoes (F4+FS) 
were rather uniform throughout the 70-year period. Whereas, strong tornadoes 
(F2+F3) kept increaJing steadily with the exception of a decrease durin~ 
the recent 10-year subperiod. A significant increase in tornado occurrence 
since the 1950s is attributed to the improved efficiency in reporting and 
confirming weak tornadoes (FO+Fl). 
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Fig. 3.1 JI three-dimensional diagram slloW'ing tho tornado occurre."lces 
b~' F scale during th~ lO-year subreriods between 1916 I.t1Id 1985. /lote 
that occurrences of violalt tornadoes (F4+F5) remain unchanged, while 
strong tornadoes (F2+F3) kept increasing gr~dua11y. Improved reporting 
of weak tornadoes (Fv+F1) resulted in a significant increase in the 





















































Long-tem variation 33 
3.2 Annual Occurrences 
A bar graph of the annual OCCUrl'ences of tornadoes in Fig. 3.2 reveals 
that less than 300 tornadoes were ~ol'lfimed until the .,;:\d of 1952, when 
a sudden increase took place, confirming 886 tornadoes in the ) .... r 1957. 
After reaching the record nunber of 1,110 in 1973. annual occurrences 
indicate a slight decrease. In spite of the fact th3t tornado occurrences 
fluctuated between 68 and 1,110, a factor of 16, there is no reason to 
believe the cxi~tence of such a large variation in tornado activities during 
the 70-year period. MO.Jt of the increase was a result of the reporting 
efficiency and confirmation skill of FO and Fl tornadoes which were 
overlooked during the early data-collection years. 
Because it is likely that long-pattl tQrnadQe~ are reported more efficiently 
than Short-path storQs, annual path lengt.hs r.re a better ceasure of tornado 
activities than annual occl:rrences. Shown in Fig. 3.3 is a bar diagran 
of the annual path lengths during the 10-year period. Although the path 
lengths vary between 507 and 4,990, a fac:t(\~ of 10, their 1~116-terrl increase 
appears to be less significant than th:i t .)f occurrences presented in Fig. 
3.2. 
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g ANNUAL OCCURRENCES - n 
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Fig. 3.2 Annual occurrences of u.s. tornadoes during the 70-year 
period ending on December 31, 1985. Statistical years show at the 
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Fig. 3.3 Annual path lengths of u.s. tornadoes during the 70-gear 
period ending on Decembe:r 31, 1985. The long-term trend in the 
path-length increaso is less signiEicant than that oE the occurrences. 
The longest annual path lellgth oE 4,998 miles occurred in the 'lear 
1974 when the "Superoutbreak Tornadoes·, the worst outbreak in 70 
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Long-torn variation 37 
3.3 Tornado Distribution by Oacadc 
In an attccpt to doter=ine tho long-tora variation of tornado activities, 
grid-print maps of both occurrences and path lengths were produced by using 
the University of Chicago Tornado Tape containing the 70-year data. It 
is not feasible to produce tornado caps for each of the seven decades because 
the first year of data collection began in 1916. 
Table ~ Decade and semi-decade maps produced for the period listed 
below. 
Decades 19105 1920s 19305 19405 1950s 19605 19705 19805 
Periods 16-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 SO-59 60-69 70-79 80-85 
Years 3 10 10 10 10 10 10 6 
Figs. 3.4 
.-- 3.6 3.8 3.10 3.12 3.14 3.16 none 3.5 3.7 3.9 3.11 3.13 3.15 3.17 
Each decade consists of an occurrence (upper charts) and a path-length 
(lower charts) cap. In general, path-length caps depict composite covement 
of tornadoes, being enhanced by the activity of strong and violent tornadoes 
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Fig. 3.4 Occurrences of tornadoes during the ~920s • 
Fig. 3.S Path lengths of tornadoes during the 19205 • 
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Long-tore variation 
Fig. 3.6 Occurrences of tornadoes during the 19305. 
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Fig. 3.7 Path lengths of tornadoes during the 19305. 
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40 Chaptor 3 
Fig. 3.8 Occurrences of tornadoes during the 19405 • 
Fig. 3.9 Path lengths of tornadoes during the 19405. 
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Fig. 3.11 Path lengths of tornadoes during the 1950s. 
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.",~ 
Fig. 3.12 Occurrences of tornadoes during the 1960s. 
---_. 
Fig. 3.13 Path lengths oE tornadoes during the 1960s. 
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Occurrences of tornadoes during the 1970s. 
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Fig. 3.16 Occurrences of tornadoes during the 1980s. 
~ __________________________ ~ ___________ ~ II 
Fig. 3.17 Path lengths of tornadoes during the 19805. 














Tornadoes occur every month of the year, but the-ir seasonal variation 
is very large. The peak conth for all l.,::"nadoes is "lay and the least 
occurrence month is January. 
4.1 Tornado Occurrences by Month 
The peak occurrence month of violent ,tornadoes is earlier (April) than 
that of weak tornadoes, which peaks one month later ("fay). The main reason 
for this onc-mo~th difference in the peak month is that most violent 
tornadoes are s~awned by severe supercell thunderstorms which form most 
frequently in April. On the other hand, weak tornadoes, in general, are 
induced by less severe thunderstorms which peak in "la/ when the combined 
effects of ground heating due to solar radiation and atmospheric dynamics 
are most favorable. 
Table 4.1 presents tornado occurrences by Month and by F scale. The 
seasonal variation of tornado occurrences is also presented in Fig. 4.1 
in graphical form. This figure shows that occurrences increase very rapidly 
from "larch to "lay and decreasc slowly therc:.lftcr • 
.. 
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JAN fEll MAR T APR !.tAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT PlOV DEC 
Fig. 4.1 .~nthly occurrences of U.s. tornadoes (1916-1985) separated 
into ",eak {FO+Fl), strong (F2+FJ), and violent (F4+F5) tornadoes. 
Violent tornadoes are s1:0:.n in ... black, strong tornadoes in red, and 
",eak tornadoes in blue. The peak month for overall tornadoes is Ha!l 
",ith 6 aS9 in 70 years or 98 occurrences per !lear. However, F4+F5 
tornadot's peak in April. 
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Table 4.1 Monthly occurrences of tort',does (1916-1985) 
", tabulated as functions of F scale. i' 
Ii ~ 
~tonth F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 FO :i ! i: 
" 
,-. 
January 2 11 102 220 236 80 :; . I 
February 0 18 118 287 363 111 i! 
i . 
March 8 94 360 729 872 324 ~ ; " April 30 186 636 1349 1624 881 :! 
May 24 156 583 1664 2402 2Q30 ~ ;,... .... 
June 15 89 373 1369 2212 1973 
July 2 21 145 651 1302 1070 .. 
August 2 18 96 493 923 653 I, 
September 0 16 110 374 582 423 ;; 
October 2 7 105 282 378 175 
November 1 10 131 300 364 III 
December 2 14 119 245 316 80 
, 





-.. Table 4.2 Cumulathe of tornadoes computed occurrences 
from Table 4.1. The symbol n+n after each F scale means lIor ~ , 
strongern tornadoes. 
'" 
~Ionth F5 F4+ F3+ F2+ Fl+ FO+ ;..<... 
. , January 2 13 115 335 571 651 
,'" February 0 18 136 423 786 897 
~\arch 8 102 462 1191 2063 2387 
" April 30 216 852 2201 3825 4706 
~Iay 24 180 76:) 2427 4829 6859 
June 15 104 477 1846 4058 6031 
July 2 23 168 819 2121 3191 
'" August 2 20 116 6(\9 1532 2185 . , 
September 0 16 126 500 1082 1505 j i' October 2 9 114 396 774 949 ~ I 
November 1 11 142 442 806 917 I December 2 16 135 380 696 776 I 
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4.2 Tornado Path Length by Month 
Some torna~oes arc on the ground for a very short ti&~. "hile others 
leave behind long paths of destruction. Therefore. tho total path lengths 
in each J:lonth (monthly path lengths) is Clore representative than their 
occurrences (See Tables 4.3 and 4.4 and Fig. 4.2). 
30,000 miles 2".~1" r I 
FO+FI 
',' 
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.-_,.; ",F4+F5. ,~~'7" 
= ;~ff;-:>.;:~'{·.(SJ::.:~;:~};[?~~;.;.L:.'·:~J~~~.~ II: :. :1'£;1 
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Fig. 4.2 Monthly path length of tornadoes in 70 years, i916-19B5. 
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Table 4.3 Monthly path lengths of tornadoes (1916-1985) 
tabulated as functions of F scale. 
Month F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 FO 
January 76 377 663 980 496 189 
February 0 771 996 1607 1278 III 
March 583 2912 3994 5092 2774 663 
April 1132 5368 7513 8541 5196 1478 
tolay 867 4262 6040 9452 6738 2497 
June 298 1908 3396 6873 5418 2151 
July 13 351 1021> 2569 2495 1045 
August 30 252 674 1901 1673 553 
September 0 488 833 1611 1070 439 
October ~n 177 891 1157 922 237 
November 7 142 1350 1634 1128 141 
December 34 419 1433 1424 1046 80 
Total 3124 17424 28807 42838 30230 95B2 
Table 4.4 CUtlulative path lengths of· tornadoes computed 
froD Table 4.3. The symbol "+" after each F scale means "or 
stronger" tornadoes. 
-
f.lonth F5 F4+ F3+ F2+ Fl+ FO+ 
January 76 453 1116 2096 2592 2781 
February 0 771 1767 3374 4652 4763 
March 583 3495 7489 12581 15355 16018 
April 1132 6500 14013 22554 27750 29228 
~Iay 867 5129 11169 20621 27359 29856 
June 298 2206 5602 12475 17893 20044 
July 13 364 1391) 3959 6454 7499 
August 30 282 956 2857 4530 5083 
September 0 488 1321 2Sj2 4002 4441 
October 86 263 1154 2311 3233 3470 
November 7 149 1499 3133 4261 4402 
December 34 453 1886 3310 4356 4436 
Total 3124 30548 49355 92193 122423 132005 
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4.3 Tomac:> Distribution by I~nth 
The following twelve pages present geographic distributions of occurrences 
(upper charts) and path lengths (lower charts) for each month of the year. 
Both occurrences and p3th lengths are coded, based on the statistical 
distribution of these parameters. 50 that the printout ~)'t1bols depict the 
geographic distribution of tornado activities in the specific conth. In 
order to distinguish tornado occurrences from tornado path lengths. 
occurrences are printed in blue grid prints while path lengths in red grid 
prints. 
During the first five l'Jonths cf the year. January through May, when 
relatively long-path tornadoes occur. path-length ~~ps show banded patterns 
produced by intense tonl~does which move frequently froo southwest to 
northeast. Because tornadoes in the summer months are spauned eft en by 
aimass-type storms, ~th-Ie:Jgth maps show little evidence of banded 
structure. In aut~'. th~ banded patterns are recognized again. 
--
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Pig. 4.3 Occurrence of tornadoes in Janu~r~ (1916-1985). 
Pig. 4.4 Path length of tornadoes in January (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.5 Occurrence of tornadoes in February (1916-1985). 
Fig. 4.6 Path length of tornadoes in February (1916-1985). 
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Seasonal variation 
Fig. 4.7 oecurrence of tornadoes in March (1916-1985). 
Fig. 4.8 Path length of tornadoes in Uarch (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.9 Occurrence of tornadoes in April (l916-l985). 
.z· ... "' ... 10:9 ,1,. ... \e- .. , 
. .. . 
Fig. 4.10 Path length of tornadoes in April (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.11 Occurrc."lce of t:ornadoes in Stay (1916-1985). 
Fig. 4.12 Path 1,mgth of tornadoes in Hay (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.13 Occurrence of tornadoes in June (1916-1985). 
Fig. 4.14 Path 1e~gth of tornadoes in June (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.l5 Occurrence of tornadoes in July (1916-1985). 
l'ig. 4.16 Path 1engt:. of tornadoes in Julp (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.17 Occurrence of tornadoes in August (19i6-19B5) • 
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Fig. 4.1B Pdth length vf tornadoee in August (1916-19B5). 
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Fig. 4.19 OCcurrence of tornadoes in September (1916-1985). 
, 
Fig. 4.20 Path length of tornadoes in september (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.21 Occurrence of tornadoes in October (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.23 Occurrence of eornadoes in November (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.24 P.H:h lcn!]th of tornadoes in lIovernber (1916-1985). 
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Fig. 4.26 Path length of tornadoes in December (1916-1985). 
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The contiguous United States, extending between 80·" and 120·W. is divided 
into four time :..mes, Eastern, Central. ~!ountain, and Pacific. These time 
%ones are separated by irregular zone boundaries extendinc. core or less. 
in a north·to-south direction. In order to avoid jUl:lpS in the occurrence 
and path length data along these time zone boundaries, all tornado times 
are converted into Central Standard Time (CST). Because of this conversion, 
up to two hours should be added or subtracted in order to dcteraine tornado 
activities at a given local time. 
5.1 Hourly Occurrences 
The diurnal variation of hourly occurrences peaks between 1700 and 1800 
CST, reaching 3,252 occurrences in 70 years (46 per year) as shown in Fig. 
5.1. The minimum occurrence hour is between 0500 and 0600 CST. with 324 
occurrences (5 per year). This is w;,y the National Severe Storms Forecast 
Center begins the tornado-counting G. ',- a\. 0600 CST. The trend of variation 
by F scale remains unchanged, however, occurrences of F5 tornadoes in the 
early morning hours are so insignif~:Qnt that no F5 tornadoes were reported 
during 0100-0200. 0300-0700, and 1100-1100 CST. 
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HOURLY OCCURRENCES 
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Fig. 5.1 Diurnal variation of hourly occurrences of u.s. tornadoes, 
1916-1985. Three-color shadings denote weak (FO+Fl) tornadoes in 
blue, strong (F2+F3) tornadoes in red, Olnd violent: (F4+F5) tornadoes 
in black. The time of maximum tornado hazard is between 5 and 6 p.m. 
which is approximatel!l three (3) hours later than the peak activit!l 
time of microbursts. Refer to Fig. 4.25 (p69J of -The Downburst" by 
the author. 
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Table 5.1 Hourly occurrences of tornadoes in 70 years. 
1916-1985, tabulated by individual F scale. Occurrence hours 
of all tornadoes are in CST. 
Hour (CST) F5 F4 F3 F2 Fl FO 
0000-0100 2 7 56 192 173 91 
...-.:-. 0100-0200 0 6 47 139 192 73 
0200-0300 1 .~ 51 143 177 44 
0300-0400 0 6 45 119 131 SI 
0400-0500 0 4 40 119 126 50 
, 0500-0600 0 6 
I. 
36 87 144 SI 
0600-0700 0 4 42 114 130 50 
!liOO-OSOO 2 2 33 100 156 57 
or"0-0900 2 3 39 110 IS6 74 
0900-1000 2 2 28 130 206 108 
1000-1100 1 4 36 140 212 158 
1100-1200 0 10 61 166 265 '226 
1200-1300 2 16 67 238 388 302 
~ " 1300-1400 4 16 122 291 609 433 
! 1400-1500 13 36 140 450 768 625 1500-1600 14 73 215 654 956 174 
1600-1700 9 11 260 757 1128 761 
1700-1800 7 98 326 768 1173 880 
1800-1900 5 103 300 758 1083 776 
, 
1900-2000 11 39 245 599 843 632 ,-,-
2000-2100 5 52 196 458 556 460 
I 2100-2200 4 28 118 311 409 303 
I 2200-2:)00 1 14 104 240 298 178 
2300-2400 1 13 77 220 259 151 
0000-2400 86 617 2686 7303 10538 7308 
,. 
:. .-
-------.-----, .. - , 
l$;;;:z ............ -.'-a"town"c?b OJ '~.,' 'Se' ~':_L:-'-_"". ' hp -1a.1':.o;;", 't ___ . __ •.... , .. 
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Table 5.2 Hourly occurrences of tornadoes with specHic 
F scale or stronger intensities. F3+ means F3 or stronger 
~ornadoes and FO+, FO or stroneer (FO+F1+F2+F3+F4+FS) 
torn~does. Fig. 5.1 was constrJcted by separating tornado 
intensities into weak, strong, and violent. 
Hour (CST) F5 F4+ F3+ F2+ F1+ FO+ 
0000-0100 2 9 65 257 430 521 
0100-0200 0 6 53 192 384 457 
0200-0300 1 5 56 199 376 420 
0300-0400 0 6 51 170 301 ·352 
0400-0500 0 4 44 163 289 339 
0500-0600 0 6 42 129 273 324 
0600-0700 0 4 46 160 290 340 
0700-0800 2 4 39 139 295 352 
0800-0900 2 5 44 154 310 384 
0900-1000 2 4 32 162 368 476 
1000-1100 1 5 41 181 393 551 
1100-1200 0 10 71 237 502 728 
1200-1300 2 18 85 323 711 1013 
1300-1400 4 20 142 433 1042 1475 
1400-1500 13 49 189 639 1407 2032 
1500-1600 14 87 302 956 1912 2686 
1600-)700 9 80 340 1097 2225 2986 
1700-1800 7 105 431 1199 2372 3252 
1800-1900 5 108 408 1166 2249 3025 
1900-2000 11 50 295 894 1737 2369 
2000-2100 5 57 253 711 1267 1727 
2100-2200 4 32 150 461 870 1173 
2200-2300 1 15 119 359 657 835 
2300-2400 1 14 91 311 570 721 
0000-2400 86 703 3389 10692 21230 28538 
• . Lo..,-..;.< ..;;.:.';;;;...======:=::::::::::= _._+--_ ... _-_. 
.- ,-
// .' . . ........ ,. 
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Fig. 5.2 Graphical presentation ot the hourly path length given 
in Table 5.4. Path lengths aro colored according to tornado 
intensities, weak (FO+Fl) in blue, strong (F2+FJ) in red, and violent 
(F4+FS) in black. 
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Table 5.3 Hourly path lengths left behind by various F 
scale tornadoos during the 70-year period, 1916-1985. These 
path lengths in miles were computed by adding the path length 
of each tornado at the occurrence (touchdown) time and 
rounding up to the next higher mile. 
Hour (CST) F5 F4 F3 F2 Fl FO 
0000-0100 29 174 441 891 635 148 
0100-0200 0 112 479 836 642 87 
0200-0300 75 241 742 834 631 96 
0300-0400 0 251 441 694 335 42 
0400-0500 0 80 277 649 421 47 
0500-0600 0 359 221 404 337 61 
0600-0700 0 36 608 458 339 59 
0700-0800 58 152 232 478 497 65 
0800-0900 86 191 204 586 335 86 
0900-1000 59 35 251 667 490 III 
1000-1100 82 359 267 772 4~6 185 
1100-1200 0 196 612 661 572 199 
1200-1300 78 268 525 1498 965 262 
1300-1400 464 550 1189 1480 1327 538 
1400-1500 ' 489 1152 1184 2420 2077 760 
1500-1600 326 2081 2310 3613 2143 871 
1600-1700 205 1985 2806 4553 2888 1020 
1700-1800 281 2775 3328 4270 3589 1239 
1800-1900 137 2709 3198 4235 2873 1033 
1900-2000 233 907 277~1 3197 2310 693 
2000-2100 79 923 16.13 2800 1787 606 
2100-2200 132 597 1365 1727 il41 388 
2200-2300 43 200 1196 1207 922 218 
2300-2400 36 273 747 1290 809 216 
0000-2400 2888 16598 27038 40216 28516 9024 
h.- ," , ____ .,-.. _ ......... __ ....... , --:~''';..-... :.- --.:-;--..... - - . -'-
\ '-:-" / .. ~-,"-.." , ~: 
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Diurnal variation 
Table 5.4 Hourly path lengths left behind by specific F 
scale or stronger tornadoes computed as cumulative path 
lengths of the individual path length in Table 5.3 • 
Hour (CST) F5 F4+ F3+ F2+ Fl+ FO+ 
0000-0100 29 203 644 1535 2170 2318 
, . 0100-0200 0 112 591 1427 2069 2156 
0200-0300 75 316 1058 1892 2523 2619 
0300-0400 0 251 692 1386 1721 1763 
0400-0500 0 80 357 1006 1427 1474 
0500-0600 0 359 580 984 1321 1382 
0600-0700 0 3b 644 1102 1441 1500 
0700-0800 58 210 442 920 1417 1482 
0800-0900 86 277 481 1067 1402 1488 
0900-1000 59 94 345 1012 1502 1613 
1000-1100 82 441 708 1480 1930 2121 
1100-1200 0 196 808 1469 2041 2240 
1200-1300 78 346 871 2369 3334 3596 
1300-1400 464 1014 2203 3683 5010 5548 
1400-1500 489 1641 2825 5245 7322 8082 
1500-1600 326 2407 4717 8330 10473 11344 
1600-1700 205 2190 4996 95.t9 12437 13457 
1700-1800 281 3056 6384 10654 12243 15482 
1800-1900 137 2846 6 i).t 4 10279 13152 14185 
1900-2000 233 1140 3919 7116 9426 ]0119 
2000-2100 79 1002 2645 5445 7'1-" . .). 7838 
2100-2200 132 729 2094 3821 4962 5350 
2200-2300 43 243 1439 2646 3568 3786 
2300-2400 36 309 1056 2346 3155 3371 
0000-2400 2888 19486 46524 867.tO 115256 124280 
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5.2 Bi-hourly Distribution t~ps 
Geographic distribution of tornadoes at two-hour (2hr) intervals are 
presented in the following twelve (12) pages (p7l-82). The upper maps 
with blue symbols sho~ the distribution of tornado occurrences in 70 years. 
1916-1985. and the lower maps with red symbols. tho~e of tornado path lengths 
for the same period. 
Tornado acti vi ties in both occurrence and path length decreasp. from 0000 
CST to 0600 CST. when they reach the diurnal minimum. The 0000-0200 CST 
tornadoes over the entire area cast of the Rockies are the T~mnants of 
the previous day's activity on the 2200-2400 CST map. It is seen that 
the tornadoes in the upper mdwest disappear by 6 a.m. 
After 0800 CST. tornadoes in the Gulf states increase. spreading qu\ck1y 
northward. By mid-afternoon. the activity areas cover the entire country. 
At the peak time. 1600-1800, CST. a broad area of intense activity extends 
from Texas to Iowa. Thereafter, tre overall activity decreases toward 
the end of the day (2200-2400) as seen in the distributions depicted in Figs. 
5.2S and 5.26. It should be noted that these last maps of the day continue 
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Fig. 5.3 Occurrences of tornadoes between 00 and 02 CS7'. 
Fig. 5.4 Path lengths of tornadoes betlo"een 00 and 02 CST. 
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Fig. 5.5 OCcurrences oE tornadoes between 02 and 04 CST. 
i~ 
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Fig. 5.6 Path lengths oE tornadoes between 02 and 04 CST. 
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Fig. 5.9 Occurrences of tornadoes betwe~~ 06 and 08 CST. 
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Fig. 5.10 Path lengths of tornadoes b~tween 06 and OR CST. 
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Fig. 5.11 OCcurrences of tornadoes between 08 and 10 CST • 
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Fig. 5.12 P~th lengths of tornadoes bet~een 08 ana 10 CST. 
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Fig. 5.13 Occurrences of tornadoes between 10 and 12 CST. 
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Fig. 5.15 Occurrences of tornadoes between 12 and 14 CST. 
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Fig. 5.16 Path lengths of tornadoes between 12 and 14 CST. 
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Fig. 5.17 Occurrences of tornadoes between 14 and 16 CST. 







Fig. 5.18 Path lengths of tornadoes betlieen 14 and 16 CST. 
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Fig. 5.19 Occurrences of tornadoes betwee;l 16 and 18 CST. 
/' 
Fig. 5.20 Path lengths of tornadoes between 16 and 18 CST. 
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Fig. 5.22 Path lengths of tornadoes between 18 and 20 CST. 
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Fig. 5.24 Path lengths of tornadoes between 20 and 22 CST. 
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Fig. 5.25 Occurrences of tornadoes between 22 and 24 CST. 







Fig. 5.26 Path lengths of tornadoes between 22 and 24 CST. 
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A "tornado day" is a day on which one or more tornadoes are confirmed. 
During the 70-year period. 1916-1985. there were 8.136 tornado days which 
is 31.8\ of the total number of days in this period. A tornado day begins 
at 6 a.m. CST of the day. 
6.1 Tornado Outbreaks 
The number of tor~ado days by tornado occurrences in Table 6.1 reveals that 
the largest number 0: occurrences on a single day were 144. These tornadoes 
occurred on the first day of the April 3-4. 1974 superoutbreak listed in 
Table 6.2. 
Figure 6.1 was cade by ranking the daily tornado occurrer.ces into "few 
occurrences" (1 to 4). "medium occurrences" (S to 19j. and "many occurrences" 
(20 to 144). Although the mimimum number of occurrences required to be 
called an outbreak has not been cfficially decided. a day with 20 or more 
occurrences may he called an "outbreak day". 
The largest number of dl\ily occurrences during the 70-'year period. 
1916-1985. was recorded on the first day of the April 3-4. 1974 outbreak. 
Because the outbreak was the largest in number of occur~ences and the longest 
in combined path lengths. it was called the "superoutbreak". 
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TORNADO DAYS BY DAILY OCCURRENCES (1916 -1985) 
~ZERO OCCURRENCE DAYS 
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Fig. 6.1 Number of tornado days which decreases with daily 
occurrrenccs. There were 17,432 zero occurrence days (tornado-free 
days) which is 68.2% of the 25,568 days in 70 years. As the number 
of occurrences increase, the number of tornado days decreases very 
rapidly. The total number of tornado days with 20 or more occurrences 
is only 152, Io'hich ranks as the top 2% of the total tornado days. 
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Tornado outbreaks 85 
Table 6.1 Number of tornado days in each month tabulated as a 
function of daily tornado occurrences. The number of tornado days 
in each month is: JAN 213 days (9.8\). FEB 275 (13.9%), ~IAR 614 
(28.3\), APR 912 (-13.4°.), f.IAY 1268 (58.4\), JUN 1304(62.1"0). JUt. 
1152 (53.1~o), AUG 915 (42.2°.;), SEP 622 (29.6%). OCT 353 (16.3%), NOV 
289 (13.8"0), and DEC 219 (10.1'10). This result shows that tcrnado 
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86 Chapter 6 
Table 6.2 
a single day 
tornadoes was 
A list of 
(6 a.m. to 
number one, 
the top fifteen (IS) tornado occurrences on 
6 a.m.). The first day of the superoutbrcak 
followed by the Hurricane Beulah day. 
Rank Occurrences Vate Remarks 
1. 1~4 04/03/74 S~peroutbrea~ tornadoes of April 3-4, 1974. Tennes-
see, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Uhio, Michigan, 
New York, Alabama. Georgia. North Carolina. Virginia. 
West Virg:nia. and mssissippi. 315 persons were 
killed and 5.484 were injured. 
2. 118 09/20/b7 lIurricane Beulah induced tornadoes. ~Iostly near 
the coast of Texas and within the Corpus Christi, 
San Antonio. and lIollston tl'iangle. 
3. 60 04/02/82 mssouri, Oklahoma. Arkansas, Tennessee, and I11i-
4. 52 
no,;:---30 persons were lilled and 383 were injured. 
04/21/67 Illinois, which included the Oak tawn tornado iC'Jnedi-
atcly southwest of Chicago. Hissouri. Iowa, and 
mchigan~ 
5. 52 03/20/76 IllinoiS, Indiana. touisiana, and Mississippi. 
6. 49 05/04/59 Cent ra 1 and northen Kansas, Oklakoma. Indiana, 
anl1 Nebraska. 
7. 48 04/lI/b5 Palm Sunda)' tornadoes. Ohio, 
258 
Hichigan. Wisconsin, 
persons were killed 
8. 18 
Illinois, and In.lian:l. 
and 3,l4 Q were injured. 
05/15/68 "issouri, Iowa, Arkansas, Indiana, and Hinne~ota. 
9. 46 OS/25/65 Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Iowa. 
10. 45 06/07/84 Upper Midwest outbreak. Iowa, Wisconsin, ~innesota. 
and Missouri. 
11. 42 OS/20/80 South [)akota~wa, Nebraska. an.! Kansas. 
12. 42 0~/29/84 Kansas, Missouri, an.! Illinois. 
13. 41 OS/2-1/57 Oklahoma, Texa ... and Kansas. 
14. 40 OS/20/S7 Oklahoma, Ka~sas, an.! Nebraska. 
IS. 40 12/14/71 ~)l'stly in Texas, with a few in mssollri, Oklahoma, 
alit! Kentucky. 
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6.2 Tornado Days by Daily Path length 
Based on the path length of each torn~do as stored in the University 
of Chicago Tornado Tape. the total path length on each tornado day was 
computed. Table 6.3 presents the number of days in each month on which 
various ~aily path lengths \~ere left behind by daily tornadoes. 
CJ 
TORNADO DAYS BY DAILY PATH LENGTH (1916-1385) 
ZERO P.'TH lE,.,GTIi DAYS 
Short Path-length Days 
... '"IOmi:es 
\~eJrum ?1J~h - !~nytf1 [\~:.'s 
:' - :0;) m,lrs 
L~ng Pa~': -it'r:'Jth Da,s 
:'J 
T I I j 
., 
." 





100 200 3()('. 4(1() 500 GOO 7(1() 800 ~l00m"u 
fig. 6.2 In produci •• -} this di.lgram. pc;th-length d.:tys were ranked, 
bast:'d on the tota ~ p.:tth 1.'!'1gth on t:'LH:h t<Jrt:.lau dil!!. !\lYS w.ith 1 to 
9 miles cue called "short p.lth-l('ngth days"; 10 to 99 miles, "medium 
~th-length days"; and 100 to the molximurn, 2,<J52 miles, "long 
paU,-length days". 
.---_ .. 
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88 CMpter 6 
Table 6.3 Nuaber of tornado days during the 70-ycar period tabulated 
by aonth and by path-length ranges. The C3xic:um path length day vas 
the first day of the su~routbrcak tornadoes in 1974. 
-PaU" Jail hb tear Apr May Jun Jul Aul S.p Oct noy Dec Total 
'ath unlth. 
0 1957 1701 1556 IIaI 902 796 lOll I2SS 1471 Ul7 1111 19S1 17U2 
1·9 ISO In 172 SOl 742 1116 9ll 782 52b 271 200 136 S614 
10·19 10 311 Il 114 112 HIS 123 72 40 37 33 27 973 
20·211 10 12 40 72 90 10l 16 27 25 19 14 
" 
462 
lO·39 7 5 17 36 61 63 IS 17 9 5 10 14 269 
40·49 4 10 20 37 JI 34 II 2 6 6 • 3 116 50·59 3 3 17 :u 26 :u IJ 3 3 3 4 3 124 
~·6' 2 7 • 21 13 19 4 2 2 2 3 6 6lI 70·79 2 II 20 Il 12 J 5 J 1 J 2 77 
aO·19 2 4 II 14 4 I I I 3 41 
90-99 2 4 5 I 9 I I I 2 2 16 
100·109 1 2 4 a Il 
" 
I I 40 
110·11\1 I 1 2 • 9 J 2 I I 25 120·129 2 
" " 
7 I 2 1 2 I 29 
130·139 2 • 4 J 1 14 UO·U!,! 1 2 • 6 J 2 J 27 150·IS9 J 
" 
J 1 17 
164-169 2 5 2 I II 
170·179 1 5 J I , 15 
lSo·189 I J 4 
190-19!) 1 2 
" 100·20,) J 2 9 
210·219 I 2 
220.229 1 3 
230-239 :! 5 J 10 
240·249 1 2 4 
250-259 
260·269 I I 
270-2Z9 3 3 
2110-2~9 I 1 
2~0·2S9 2 
300·309 3 2 6 
310·319 1 I 2 6 
320·129 2 2 
330-139 . 2 
340·349 
3S0·359 2 2 
364-369 2 2 
370-379 


















Total 2170 1978 2170 2100 2170 2100 2170 2170 2100 2170 2100 2170 2SStl 
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Tornado outbreaks 89 
Table 6.4 A list of the top ten (10) tornndo p3th lengths on a 
single day (6 a.m. to 6 a.m.). The first day of the su~routbreak 
tornadoes was number one, followed by the Pala Sunday tornadoes. 





















04/03/74 Superoutbreak tornadoes of April 3-4. 1974. T,nnes-
see. Kentucky, Indiana. Illinois. Ohio. tlichigan. 
Hev York. Alahama. Ceorgia, Horth Carolina, Vir,inia, 
West Virginia, and Mississippi. 31S persons vere 
killed And 5,484 were injured. 
04/11/65 Palll Sunday tornadoes. 
Illinois. and Indiana. 
and 3.148 were injured. 
Ohio, Michiean. \fisconsin, 
258 persons vere killed 
03121/32 Uostly in Abba"". and Georgia, with a fev in 'Ussis-
sIppi and Illinois. 
04/30/54 tfostly in Texas, K:':l~:O". and Iowa, with 11 few in 
Kentucky and Nissouri. 
0(./07/84 Upper "idwest outbreak. Iowa, Wiscol'sin. 'Unnesota, 
and mssoun. 
03/30/38 Illinois, Arkansas, and Missouri. 
05/31/85 United States-Canada tornadoes. Ohio and Pennsylva-
nia. 
03/16/42 Tennessee, I\entucl:y. Ulssissippi, Illinois, and 
Indiana. 
05/08{65 ~!OJtly in Nebraska lind South Dakota, with a few 
in Kansas and Oklahona. 
05/05/60 Hostly in Ark&nsas. with a few in Texu and Iowa. 
• Path !n\gth in mile! 
6.3 t1aps by Daily Occurrence and Path Length 
The following six maps denote the distribution of tornadoes on days h'·" 
1-4 tornadoes a day, 5-19 a day, and 20 or more a day. Presented ther~after 
are grid-print maps of tornadoes on tornado days with 1 to 9 ciles in path 
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Fig. 6.3 Distribution of tornado occurrences on tornado ~ys with 1 to 4 occur-
rences per day (few occurrence days). It is unlikely that tornadoOD on theso -rew 
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Fig. 6.4 Distribution of tornado path lengths on tornado daiS with 1 to 4 occur-
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Fig. 6.5 Distribution of tornado occurrenc:os on tornado daYD with 5 to 19 occur-
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Fig. 6.6 DistrIbution or tornado path lengths on torn&do d4Ys wIth 5 to 19 occur-
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Fig. 6.7 Distribution of tornado occurrences on tornado dG!ls with 20 or z:are 
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Fig. 6.8 Distribution of tornado path le.'1gths on tornado d{J~:; 
occurrences per day (outbreak days or many occurrenco days). 
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Fig. 6.9 Distrlbution of tornado occurrenct?s on tornado days with 1 to 9 miles 
of combined path length per da!l (short path-length days). 
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Fig. 6.10 Distribution ot tornado path lengths on tornado days with 1 to 9 ~les 
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Fig. 6.12 JJistribution or t?rn12do p.Jth len·. ~h. on t.:l:.nado 
miles of combined fath len~h per day (m~dium path-length days). 
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Fig. 6.13 Distribution of tornado occurrences on tornado days with over 100 
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Fig. 6.14 Distribution o£ tornado path lengths on tornado days with over 100 
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000 OVERPRINT COMBINATIONS 000 
The following letter combinations were used in genernting 
the nine· (9) printout symbols used in characterizing 
individual subboxe~ on the grid-print maps in this book. All 
t1uantities insubboxes were prorated by the iraverse of the 
sub box area before computing parameter frequencies in 
generating the grid-print maps. 
I----~~ PARAMETER FREQUENCIES IN SU880XES (%) ~ 
o 3 10 20 30 -=0 50 75 100'1. 
- .... 
.,. 
• • ·1· I • 
• - -
p~ N ru; STSeS 
* 
@ 0 
LE T TE RI COM 81 N'A TlONS 
• - = = 
* * * * 
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1 I 0 0 0 M 
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I + w 
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Maps by Direction of Motion 
The motion of tornadoes is affected by the' parent clouds which spawn 
thea. On the other hnnd, parent clouds are steered by the weather systea 
in which they are embedded. During the cature stage, the tornado axis 
is aore or less vertical. Before reaching the dissipating stnge, some 
tornadoes turn into rope funnels which are left way behind the parent clouds. 
7.1 Statistical Direction of Hotion 
The motion of tornadoes are predominantly froa the southwesterly direction. 
Of the 17,081 tornadoes of known dire.:-tion during the 70 years, 10,117 
(59\) coved from the southwest. Table 7.1 also revenls that 61 (72\) of 
sll F5 tornadoes moved from the southwest. 
Some tornadoes move from the west or northwest. because some convective 
clouds are steered by the westerly to northwesterly winds. It should also 
be noted that rotating clouds. which often spaw~ tornadoes. tend to deviate 
to the right of the steering winds by as much as 45° to 60°. 
Figure 7.1 was constructed from Table 7.1 by separating tornadoes into 
wenk (FO+Fl). strong (F2+F3). and violent (F4+FS) categories. By and large. 
the southwest is the direction to look for destructive tornadoes when a 
tornado w~tch or a tornado warning is in effect. 
c .' 
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Table l.1 Direction of. motion of tornadoes in 70 years, 1916-1985, 
tabulated by eight-point directions. IND denotes individual F scales 
and CUM, cumulative occurrences of a spt:cific F scale or stronger 
tornadoes. 
N M! E SE S $V • NIl C1JoC N HE E SE S sw • NIl 
1 0 0 0 2 61 17 4 FS 1 0 0 0 2 61 17 4 
2 2 1 3 3S 433 a9 47 F4· 3 :2 1 3 37 4!U 106 51 
22 16 6 43 119 IS7a C07 208 no 25 111 7 46 156 2012 513 259 
S2 ca :!6 120 294 l493 100a 599 F20 77 66 33 166 450 5565 1521 asa 
90 67 sa 163 329 3282 1138 732 Flo 167 III 91 329 779 8847 2659 1590 
51 4Z 40 7a 166 lZ70 520 319 FO. zia 175 131 407 945 10117 317S1 1909 
TORNA:lCfS From SW DIRECTION OF MOTION 
1,000 -F OF TORNADOES 
9.000--· 1----- -----.---.. -.. ---.. --.----
7,0':'0 .. ------
~,c~ ----.------.. --- .11----+------- blD:;·.J~::: ----
I".OGO --.. ----------.- -t 1-·---·-,,---------------.. -· .. - .---..... --.... 
~.ooo--.. ----------- I---f... --- ... -- --.--.~ 
4.CV.i -- ----- ----.-.~ 
3.("';:",)-' W =t . __ ._---
;;,CO,) ---. I . NW - .. -.--------
'.coo-.. ----- S f; SE J::I :::::tl ==t---f====l------
~~:~~~I N NE E 
Fig. 7.1 Bar- graph presentcftion of the direction of motion of 
tornadoes shown in Table 7.1. 
7.2 Distribution by Direction of 'I,otion 
Geographic distributions of tornadoes which moved from the eight-point 
directions arc presented in Figs. 7.2 through 7.17. As in other grid-print 
maps, tornado occurrences are presented in blue and tornado path lengths 
in red. 
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Maps by direction of motion 105 
Fig. 7.2 Occurrences ~f eornadoes which ~ved from the north. 
- 'I'~ t'.t , • 
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Fig. 7.3 Path lengths of tornadoes which moved from the north. 
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106 Chapter 7 
Pig. 7.4 Occurrences of tornadoes "'hlch coved fro::t the northeast. 
Fig. 7.5 Path lengths of tornadoes which moved from,the northeast. 
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Maps by directi~n of motion 
Fig. 7.6 Occurrences of tornadoes which moved from the east. 
Fig. 7.7 Pa th lengths of to.rnadoes which moved from the east. 
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108 Chapter 7 
Fig. 7.8 Occurrences of tornadoes which moved from tho southeast. 
Flg. 7.9 Path lengths of tornadoes whlch moved from the southeast • 
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Maps by direction of motion 109 
Pig. 7.10 Occurrences of tornadoes which moved from the south. 
Pig. 7.11 Path lengths of tornadoes which moved from the south. 
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110 Chapter 7 
Fig. 7.12 Occurrences of tornadoes which moved frOlJJ the southwest. 
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Fig. 7.13 Path lengths of tornadoes which moved from the southwest • 
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Fig. 7.14 OCcurrences of tornadoes which caved fr~ the west. 
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112 Chapter 7 
Fig. 7.16 Occurrences of tornadoes which moved from the northwest. 
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Chapter Eight 
Tornado Vlindspeed by Probability 
by Robert E AbbeyJr. and T. Theodore Fujita 
Although it is common knowledge that tornadoes along the West Coast &N 
significantly weaker than those in the l>lidwestern states, many people war.t 
estimates of regionalized maximum windspeeds of tornadoes expected to occur 
in various parts of the United States. 
We know that once-in-a-century tornadoes arc far worse than tte 
garden-variety tornadoes experienced rather frequently. Therefore, it 
is necessary to specify the occurrence probability in computing the maximum 
windspeed of a given weather disturbance such as the tornado. In fact. 
nuclear power plants in the United States are required to be protected 
. -7 
agaInst the fury of the 10 (1/10.000.000) per year tornadoes. 
8.1 Tornado Probability 
The period of reliable tornado data collection in the contiguous United 
States is only 70 years beginning in 1916. If one were to operate an 
anemometer at a fixe!! location continuously during this period. it would 
barelr record a once-in-a-century tornado. In computing prohabili ties 
-3 -4 
of tornadoes. such as 10 • 10 •• ••• per year, we have to use othe·· 
methods of probability computations. because our statistical years are 
not long enough. 
/1 
.. 





114 Chapter 8 
As long as one stays at e fixed location, he cay not be able to experience 
the once-in-1000-year tornado during his lifetime. However, by moving 
around the country in' search of tornado damage after each storm, there 
are good chances to find extreme tornado damage in very small areas. In 
general, the worse the dalllSl~e, the smaller the damage area. 
Based on this concept, the tornado probability of a given windspecd V 
within a given area can be computed from 
PlY) = ~o(v) / y A (per year) (1) 
where PlY) denotes the probability of V mph windspeed, O(V) the area of V 
mph windspeed inside the statistical area A and during the statistical 
year Y. 
8.2 DAPPL Values and H1ndspeed Areas 
It is desirable to use the University of Chicago Tornado Tape for computing 
O(v) in Eq. (1). Although the tape c.ontains F scales and path lengths of 
all tornadoes, the path lddth data are limited. In an attempt to compute: aCYl 
from F scale and path length, the only parameters available for all 
tornadoes, Abbey and Fujita (1915, 1979) develo~ed the concept of the Damage 
Area Per Path Length (DM'PL) values. 
DAPPL(v) = J!1YL L (mile) (2) 
As defined in F.q. (2), DAPPL is the damage ar'=:a aCvl caused by V mph or 
stronger tornado windspeed dilfided by the path length. In other words. 
the DAPPL value is the mean width of the V mph area averaged over the path 
length. 
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Tornado windspeed by probability 115 
Because we expect that the DAPPL value varies with winds peed and type 
of tornadoes. it can be expressed as a function of V and F scale. Based 
mainly on the well-surveyed data of the Superoutbreak Tornadoes of April 
3-4. 1974. the following equations and constants wer~ established. 
DAPPL(y) = IO-XYY 
where x and y arG constants in the following table: 





















In computing the maximu~ windspeed as a function of occurrence probability. 
the area of each subbox was used in determining LI. Lz ••••• L5; the pat~ 
length left behind by FO. Fl •••••• F5 tornadoes. respectively. Then the 
combined probability of all tornadoes in each subbox was obtained by adding 
the individual probabilities of FO. Fl •••••• F5 tornadoes. 
The determination of the maximum winds peed in each subbox was achieved 
by increasing the windspeed V in 10 mph steps from 0 mph up to the caximum 
windspeed at which the total probability becomes equal to or sa,tIler than 
the specified probability. 10-3 • 10-4 ..... etc. The maximum windspeed 
computed for each subbox was stored in memory for computing the smoothed 
value within each of the 5 X 5 • 25 subboxcs centered at every single subbox. 
Figs 8.1 through 8.5 present the windspeed distributions corresponding 
to the 10-3 to 10-7 per year probabilities. 
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Fig. 8.1 Distribution of the maximum wlndspceds of tornadoes expected to occur with a 10-3 per 
year probability. ft/indspeed ranges are: Green (less than 100 mph). fiithin the Sc1£18 color, 
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Fig. 8.2 Distribution of the maximum windspeeds of tornadoes expected to occur with a 10-4 per 
year probability. Windspeed ranges arel Green (less than 100 mph), and Blue (100 mph or greater 
but less than 200 mph). 
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Fig. 8.3 Distribution of the max1m~ windspeeds of tornadoes expected to occur with a 10-~ 
per year probability. Windspeed ran10s arel Green (lass than 100 mph), Blue (100 mph or greater 
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Fig. 8.4 Distribution of the lM%imum willdspeeds of tornadoes e%pected to occur with 4 10-6 
per year probability. Windspeed ranges arel Green (less than 100 mph), Bluo (100 mph or greator 
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Fig. 8.5 Distribution of the maximum windspeeds of tornadoes expected to occur with a 10-7 
or 1/10,000,000 per year probability which is required for protecting nuclear power plants 
in the United States. Windspeed ranges above 200 mph are: Brown (200 mph or greater but less 
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Summary and Conclusions 
In spite of the eagerness of dedicated individuals ~t National "leather 
. Service stations all around the country, the collection of the tornado 
data at the natio'lal level has been endangered several tin:es, due mainly 
to budgetary problems in recent years. In view of uncertainties in the 
data-collection program, the author decided to undertake extensive 
statistical analyses of U.S. tornadoes at the conclusion of the 70th year 
of the data collection. 
The University of Chicago Tornado Tap~, 1916 to 1985, contains various 
characteristics of 31,054 tornadoes confirmed during the 70-year period 
ending DcccClber 31, 1985. The tape \roS used in dctcmining long-tem, 
seasonal, and diurnal variations of tornadoes. Tornadoes were also sorted 
by their direction of cotion and other parameters in an ultimate attempt 
to generate a large number of grid-print maps in color. 
Finally, the maximum uindspceds of tornadoes were mapped as a function 
of occurrence probabilities ranging from 10-3 to 10-7 per year. The highest 
windspced of 308 Clph with a 10-7 per year probability was found to be located 
in both central Oklahol:Ul and northern Alabam. 
Statistics of tornado activities presented in this book will be useful 
in assessing tornado hazards in various parts of the country. However. 
the longer the statistical period, the more reliable the results. The 
author sincerely hopes that the data collection at the national level will 
continue in future years so that our successors can make the most of the 
long-term statistics available only in the United States. 
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